J. M. S. CARELESS
This year has produced some notable works on the Arctic, several interesting books on British Columbia and Ontario, and one or two valuable studies of a more or less sociological character. But there is little use trying to trace a pattern through all the variety of this section. One might just as well approach it by reading from left to right; and this makes British Columbia the starting point for a transcontinental survey.
British Columbia, by F. H. Goodchild, is a well-filled handbook on the Pacific province. History, resources, cultural growth, tourist trade -all these and many other aspects of British Columbian development are covered in its thoroughly factual though somewhat dry pages. In the history section the author does not seem very clear on the use of the term "responsible government," but otherwise he has successfully amassed and compressed a large quantity of information. Since the book is published in the United Kingdom, it might well be intended as a guide for prospective immigrants. It would admirably fulfil the task of enlightening them on this "fastest-growing" Canadian province.
As for exciting them-that is another matter.
A far more exciting work is R. P. Hobson's Grass beyond the Mountains, the story of the discovery of a vast cattle range in unexplored territory deep in the western British Columbian mountains. In the nineteen-thirties "Rich" Hobson and his partner, Panhandle Phillips, opened this last cattle frontier after an epic journey across mountains and muskeg. The narrative of that journey almost compels reading at one sitting, for Mr. Hobson writes with force and colour and a strong sense of the dramatic. At times, however, he spills over into the melodramatic; for instance, in "The Night the Horses Raced with Death," a chapter which describes a ninety-six mile dash for a doctor in approved frontier-thriller fashion. Yet while the author's habit of inventing dialogue for scenes in which he was not present makes one wonder, indeed, how much of the drama was added to the story after the event, the bare record of exploration and achievement is dramatic enough in itself. However one may criticize it, this remains a gripping work.
Fisherman's Spring, by Roderick Haig-Brown, is not a gripping work, except perhaps to devotees of fishing. It is a lucid, tranquil exposition of fly-fishing in Mr. Haig-Brown's beloved Vancouver Island waters, and is full of wise teaching on lines, flies, and waders, of sensitive descriptions of fishing scenes, and meditations on the fisherman's art. The author writes in a disarming conversational style, and begins by remarking that he is not sure that he has anything new to say. Despite the charm of his conversation, I would confirm his doubt. But again ardent fishermen would probably disagree.
You may have to be a fly-fisherman to be held by Fisherman's Spring, but you do not have to be a mountaineer to enjoy Climbs in the Canadian Rockies, by Frank Smythe. This is the last book of a distinguished mountaineer, with many titles to his credit. It is marked as always by his joyous appreciation of the colour and wonder of mountains, but it has particular interest because Smythe came to the Rockies from the Alps and Himalayas, and here found a new and different kind of mountain experiepce. His splendid photographs, some in colour, complete a wholly fascinating work.
With Agriculture on Parade we move to the prairie provinces. Grant MacEwan's book is a lively and detailed history of western Canadian fairs and exhibitions from pioneer times to the present. Some space is given to the Victoria Fair, the first of all, and to the ever growing Pacific National Exhibition, but the bulk of the volume deals with prairie fairs, some now defunct and others still thriving. The study makes clear the importance of these exhibitions for the improvement of western agriculture. It shows as well how the rise of fairs expressed the driving self-confidence and bustling community spirit of the prairie West. Here is an interesting piece of social history.
Red River Runs North! is a piece of journalism run riot across the pages of history. Its author, Vera Kelsey, a product of the Red River country, has a wealth of information on and a deep devotion to her home region; but her very effort to "sell" the story of the Red River Valley in the accepted sensational manner defeats her purpose. Undoubtedly she has chosen a difficult region to organize in one book, since in trying to cover the whole Red River Valley north and south of the border she must bring together developments that often bear little relation to one another. She does not help matters, however, by vague chronology and a feverish style of writing that abounds in verbless sentences, brief breathless paragraphs, and tireless wide-eyed exclamations. The book, indeed, might well be summed up in one of her more succinct paragraphs--and I quote in full:
The tone is .calmer in Manitoba Roundabout, by Lyn Harrington. This is a clear, competent, and sensibly organized travel book wherein the author and her husband (whose photographs supply very effective illustration ) survey the districts and communities of Manitoba by making a number of expeditions out of Winnipeg into prairie, plains, and bush country. This volume does not display any particular insight, nor does it contribute much to an understanding Of Manitoba. Yet it is smoothly and attractively written, and perhaps one should not expect travel books to be regional studies-or anything more than entertaining eye-witness accounts, as this one is.
A true regional study is The Valley of the Lower Thames, 1640 to 1850, by F. C. Hamil. Professor Hamil has long been engaged in research in this area of southwestern Ontario, where his own roots lie, and the fruit of his research is embodied in this study of the moulding of a community. This is indeed the story of pioneer Ontario writ small. It has its faults. The book has no real organization beyond the lines of chronology, and in many ways the forest of Ontario social history is lost behind the trees of the Lower Thames. In short, the story of the Thames Valley is not sufficiently mtcgrated with the larger story of Ontario, a fact which robs this local history of some of its value. Nevertheless as a work of careful scholarship, crammed with information, it is a landmark in the field of regional studies in a province that badly needs them.
Quite another kind of regional study is Centennial Story, the history of the Board of Education of Toronto between 1850 and 1950, prepared by the staff of the Board under the direction of E. A. Hardy and edited by H. M. Cochrane. This is the record of one of the largest educational organizations in Canada, from the simple days of Strachan and Ryerson down to the era of modern complexity in education. The book is not much concerned with underlying trends in educational doctrine; but it effectively covers the growth of the Toronto school system, with useful side glances at the social history of the city. There is, moreover, a good deal on educational trends implicit in its account of school development. Centennial Story may be read both by the specialist for jn{ormation on specific questions of school organization and by the layman to see how the system of public education has responded to the changing demands of society in Canada.
Up M edonte Way is another of Kenneth Wells' Ontario idylls celebrating life at Owl Pen farm, a land running with goat's milk and honey, where the author and his wife, Lucille Oille, live surrounded by goats, pets, and bees and a few quaint old farmers. The rustic picture is sketched as attractively as ever. Lucille Oille's woodcuts are as appealing as ever. Here are the anecdotes, the important little adventures, and the ever fresh colours of the countryside. Yet, since the book is drawn from a series of articles that have appeared in the Toronto Telegram, and the series still goes on, one begins to wonder whether there soon may not be too much of a good thing. Up M edonte Way does not quite exhaust the theme. Another volume might. It is to be hoped that Mr. Wells will build a new wing on the Owl Pen, go in for raising goldfish, or otherwise seek variety for his next.
The one work representing Quebec this year is Blodwen Davies' Quebec, Portrait of a Province. In its foreword the author makes an earnest plea for a Canadian regional literature based on "the cultural resources of our history." In this handsomely illustrated volume she practises what she preaches. Each portion of the province is treated both in its present and in its past, and the great figures and colourful episodes in Quebec's story are vividly evoked in local contexts. Miss Davies makes no claim to being an historian. Indeed she is weak on some of the points of history, and she does not construct a wellorganized or balanced picture. In fact, this is not a portrait; it is a patchwork. It is such a warm and glowing patchwork that one may well forget that it depicts more romance than reality. Nevertheless a self-professed regional study, built upon history, should show more historical judgment, and should not rest on what is apparently a thoroughly haphazard bibliography. When will writers of this sort of book cease proclaiming that they are not historians, as if history was something wholly academic or esoteric? They cannot help being historians. They should recognize that fact if they want to paint their regional portraits faithfully.
A volume that has still more of the patchwork quality, mixing historical and literary material without organizing it, is John Murray Gibbon's The Romance of the Canadian Canoe. Dr. Gibbon has seized a great subject, collected a wide variety of references to the canoe from legend, history, and poetry, had his text handsomely published and splendidly illustrated-and produced a disappointing book. This is hardly a history of Canada, as the publishers claim, and there is little romance about it. It is a rather prosaic collection of notes with insufficient continuity, continuity that is further broken by frequent long quotations and abrupt jumps from one paragraph to another. The quotations, indeed, are the best part of the book. As an anthology on the canoe it does have its value; but this is a somewhat different category from "romance."
Far more romance lies in the books on the Arctic; for instance, in
Hudson's Bay Trader, by Lord Tweedsmuir. This is the diary of the second Lord Tweedsmuir, son of the late Governor-General, kept during the year he spent as a Hudson's Bay trader at Cape Dorset, Baffin Land. It was the momentous year of Munich, but the outside world passed unnoticed beyond the ice curtain of the Far North. This record of Arctic life-of trading, punting, and long journeys of hardship and adventure-is the more enthralling because of its very simplicity. The story speaks for itself; although only the clear perception and literary ability of the author could have conveyed the sense of basic reality and the deep satisfying calm he found amid the rigours of the eastern Arctic. Elsie Gillis also spent a year in the Arctic and her story is told by Eugenie Myles in North Pole Boarding House. Mrs. Gillis was "Canada's farthest-north white woman" in 1945-6, during which time she accompanied her husband to the weather station at Arctic Bay in latitude 73°. Here she kept house for the little community of the station, and her story is an engaging study of a modern townswoman suddenly flung into the Arctic environment. Yet while real hardships of isolation and cold were ever present, she found her "boarding house" cheerful and modern, and equipped like a city dwelling. As a resuit, the record of her Arctic problems reads a little like a "homemaking" magazine discussing the question of new slipcovers or tempting recipes for the limited budget. This is a very different Arctic from Lord Tweedsmuir's, but it is interesting in its own way. North Pole Boarding House is an intriguing story, if one can ignore the somewhat trite and prattling style.
Wild Geese and Eskimos, by Peter Scott, is another journal of Arctic experiences. Its author is the distinguished British naturalist and wildfowl artist. He kept his journal during the summer of 1949, while on an expedition to the almost unexplored Perry River country in the western Arctic for the purpose of studying certain species of wildfowl in these remote breeding grounds. His pages are filled not only with descriptions of birds but with accounts of the Eskimos of the region, whom Mr. Scott regards with warm and friendly sympathy. His keen observant eye and fluent pen make this record of an Arctic summer a lively and absorbing narrative. But it is his presentation and characterization of the individual Eskimos that give it special distinction.
The special distinction of North of the Circle, by Frank Illingworth, is that it treats the whole Arctic-Canadian, American, Russian, and Scandinavian-within one frame, and thus Canadian Arctic conditions gain a new perspective from comparison or contrast .with other far northern regions. In brisk, lucid style Mr. Illingworth deals with mining, hunting, trapping, and farming in the Arctic; with the Eskimo, the doctor and missionary, and the weathermen; with sealing, igloo building, and the strategy of northern war. But perhaps his brightest chapter is that designed to dispel favourite fictions concerning tbe cold and darkness or the silence and lack of colour of the Arctic. Canada's Century is a geographic and economic study of potential Canadian development that only partly deals with the North, and then with the sub-Arctic rather than the Arctic. But Mr. Lebourdais' gaze quickly turns northward as he argues with force and enthusiasm that this can yet be Canada's century. He puts a challenge to Canada to recognize and develop its vast northern resources. He paints a picture of a busy, populous northland living not only by mining and lumbering but by the potentialities of northern agriculture and industry. His book may be overdrawn and over-optimistic, but it provides a continent-wide blueprint for future patterns of development, and some of them are already taking form.
There are many stimulating ideas as well in Canada's Century, among them tbe thougbt that Canadians should stop being hidebound by antiquated viewpoints no longer true in the present age of technology. For example, the Precambrian Shield sbould no longer be viewed as a weighty burden on the Canadian economy and a grim barrier to national unity, but as the greatest single source of wealth in Canada and a powerful factor in moulding a distinctive nation. Mr. Lebourdais sees Canada not as a geographic extension of the United States, but as a nation turned northward by geography, with its back to the American boundary and facing down the slope of the continent to the permanent Arctic frontier. This may be mere wishful thinking, as when he projects "the highly industrialized region near or adjacent to Lake Athabaska and Great Slave Lake." But who, ten years ago, would have projected the rising iron ore centre of Burnt Creek, Labrador, where no white man had ever set foot? While taking Mr. Lebourdais' infectious optimism with a grain of salt, one might remember that standard Canadian pessimism has not proved a better guide on the current stage of northern development.
It is, however, almost a relief to tum from the bustling and fastgrowing North to the calm and long-established Maritime provinces. Here two travel books tour the pleasant countryside of New Brunswick, touching on its history as they go. They are This is New Brunswick, by Jessie 1. Lawson and Jean M. Sweet, and 'Round New Brunswick Roads, by Lilian Maxwell. Both books are excellently illustrated with photographs, and both are clearly and competently written. The former book, perhaps, would make the more complete tourists' guide; the latter is better suited for a quiet reading, and its photographs are particularly good. Still, there is not a great deal to choose between them.
A very different sort of book represents Nova Scotia: Guysborough Sketches and Essays, by A. C. Jost. This is a tightly packed volume with a rather forbidding format of small type and long pages-designed perhaps to cram in as much material as possible-but, without doubt, it contains a mine of information on Guysborough County. Canadian regional study needs a great deal more of these grass-roots essays in local history, and we can only praise tbe interest and enterprise tbat led to their writing and publication.
Cradled in the Waves, by J. T. Croteau, takes up the recent history of Prince Edward Island as it describes the successful establishment of the co-operative movement in that province between 1933 and 1946. During that period the author held the chair of economics and sociology at Prince of Wales College and St. Dunstan's University, and from this vantage point took a leading part in founding cooperatives to meet the economic and social problems of the hard-hit island province. This book is a narrative of his experiences. It is a plainly told, but moving story. Beyond that, it is a striking proof of what adult education can accomplish in teaching a community to rehabilitate itself; for by 1946, when the author left the province, twenty-five co-operative societies and fifty credit unions had been organized and were successfully conducting large-scale business operations. Cradled in the Waves may be read both as a significant piece of Maritime history and as a valuable sociological study on the application of the co-operative principle in Canada.
Another A. development to the changing social pattern gives this book much of its value, and helps to make it one of the major contributions of the year-and this, perhaps, is a good place to stop.
